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ABSTRACT 
  
 Technology has a great effect on productivity, wealth, health and life style of individuals and countries. Due 
to the rapid growth of technologies and poor infrastructure in developing countries they feel that they are far 
behind developed countries and Technology transfer has become a great issue of concern for researchers, 
companies and policy makers. However, the technology transfer is very challenge process that contains 
enormous barriers and constrains such as lack of infrastructure and educational development of the people.  One 
of main challenges faced by Technology transfer is to have a clear process by which to identify the most suitable 
technology from out of several alternative technologies. This paper present and discusses technology, transfer 
process, channels, challenges and barriers. 
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Introduction 
 
 Nowadays we live in an era of information age where distant is shrinking and new possibilities are 
emerging every day. When we look around we see technology everywhere and we see new development in 
technology regularly. However, this growth of technology is not evenly disrupted thought out the world while 
the presence of technology is evident everywhere in developed country, e.g. transpiration, banking system, 
services, etc. we notice that developing country, the majority, has limited technology which is greatly reflected 
on all aspect of life. Technology has great effect and enormous befits to economic where it could lead to 
increased productivity, lowering cost reducing poverty and enriching social activities (Devapriya and Ganesan, 
2002). Therefore, technology transfer has been of the main concern for many companies, institutions and 
governments. Although there some successful model in developing country that manage to attain a degree of 
achievement in technology transfer many more countries are still facing some challenges This paper will 
discusses technology transfer to developing counters with main focus on the knowledge aspect of it. And will 
present benefits, channels of TT and discusses some challenges barriers. 
 
Technology And Knowledge: 
 
 The words technology and knowledge sometimes used interchangeably however, there is distinct different 
between them. Knowledge is essential part of technology, because technology is defined as applied knowledge.  
Then what is definition knowledge. Knowledge could be defined as (Online dictionary) “acquaintance with 
facts, truths, or principles,” or “familiarity or conversance, as with a particular subject” or “the fact or state of 
knowing”.  Knowledge general is much related to information and data. Russell Ackoff, a systems theorist and 
professor of organizational change define these three terms as follows (Gene B., et al.,). 
 Data “data is raw. It simply exists and has no significance beyond its existence (in and of itself). It can exist 
in any form, usable or not. It does not have meaning of itself. In computer parlance, a spreadsheet generally 
starts out by holding data.” 
 Information” information is data that has been given meaning by way of relational connection. This 
"meaning" can be useful, but does not have to be. In computer parlance, a relational database makes information 
from the data stored within it”. 
 Knowledge” knowledge is the appropriate collection of information, such that it's intent is to be useful. 
Knowledge is a deterministic process. When someone "memorizes" information (as less-aspiring test-bound 
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students often do), then they have amassed knowledge”. Ackoff also define two higher form or level of 
knowledge “understanding” and “wisdom” . 
 

 
 

Fig. 1: Relation between Data, Information and Knowledge. 
 
 The above figure shows the simplified relationship between data, information and knowledge. Generally it 
could be said data and information always exist and the knowledge exist within the human.  
 
Technology Definition:  
 
 Technology is defined as (Online dictionary) “the application of practical sciences to industry or 
commerce” The term technology can be used to refer to all the knowledge, product, process, and methods, tools 
employed in making goods or services. in simple terms technology could be viewed as the technique used by 
human or machine to support daily activities . and it could be in form of  hardware, software, and know-how, 
which is the learned or acquired knowledge or technical skill (Egbu C., Lee C., 2007). 
 Technology could be classified into three categories 
a. High technology: Refer to the advanced sophisticated technology, technology that use R&D and competes 
with technological innovation   
b. Low technology: refer technology that used to produce basic human needs  such food , clothing the changes 
is little required   
c. Medium technology : fall between the high and low technology  
 
Technology Transfer: 
 
 Technology transfer can be defined as in flow of technology and technical knowledge from owner to 
receive the owner of the technology could be company or country. Figure 2 shows bask model for technology 
transfer (Tarek K., 2000). 
 
The Technology Transfer Process: 
 
 Technology transfer process generally contains the following steps (J.P. Kloppers, et al., 2006), (Philip G., 
2009). 
a. Needs Analysis: in order prevent failure and to have successful TT the needs for a country or a region need 
to be analyzed from different prospective economical, resource availability, climate and social structure. Having 
a clear idea is a vital issue because it is the starting point that set the direction in subsequent steps. Failure in this 
step will result is wasted efforts and resources, this step need be carried locally as a homework that proceed all 
other steps and require vision, sincerity and seriousness  
b.  Identification of the technology: The next step is the assessment and the identification of the options based 
on the analysis that done at the first stage. This step is very important and it must be done by expertise in both 
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side technology owners and regional and county expertise. in order to grantee fair process there is a need for 
third body to play a rule of consultancy which could be company or country that have successful experience in 
field or specialized company that have all the expertise in evaluating and assessing specific technologies 
c.  Selection of appropriate technology: After doing the first two steps the selection stage come 
d. Transmission and Adaptation: Then the actual transfer knowledge and technology process which could be 
range according to needs also adaptation process familiarizes is it to the local environment. 
Evaluation : Finally continuous monitoring evaluation is needed and doing further need analysis and review 
which can provide recommendation and additional improvement 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2: Basic Model of Technology Transfer (Richard L. H., 2010). 

 

 
 

Fig. 3: Technology Transfer Steps. 
 
Channel For Technology Transfer: 
 
 Technology transfer could take place through number of channels (Egbu C., Lee C., 2007) 
a.  Generally channels :  done unintentionally , as result of information being available in public domain 
without restrictions  example of this channels   seminars publications 
b. Reverses engineering: figuring out the technical principle by disassembling and analyzing the product it 
require no assistance from the owner it limitation is it inability to transfer the know-how knowledge which is 
usually gained in developing stage. 
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c. Planned Channels:  
 
Foreign Investment:    
 
 TT could be accomplished through foreign direct investment or joint Venture in which a productive asset, 
such as factories is controlled full or partially by foreign corporation. This allow a companies4 and corporation 
that own advanced technology to make investment in developing region as such transferring the technology and 
at same time local affiliates and other local producers can gain access and the  new technology  and knowhow 
directly and effectively(Sarah Y. T., 2001). 

 
Licensing Agreement: 
 
 License Agreement is an arrangement by which that the holder of the technology right authorizes or permit 
another party to execute rights of the relevant technology based on a licensing contract. This enables local 
industry to have access to the technology and the underline knowledge  
 
Technical Consortium and joint R&D: 
 
 Two or more country collaborate in large venture in order to combine their technical and finical resources to 
produce expensive technology.  
 
Higher Education Role In Technology Transfer: 
  
 The destiny of individually, company, country or nations basically is based on choice or number choices 
great choices lead to great results and other choices lead to nowhere. In order of choices to be successful it must 
be based on knowledge and vision. Therefore, acquiring and seeking knowledge must be at the head of the list. 
Attaining knowledge in all fields and improving it through experience grant the individual or country with 
priceless asset. In the realm technology transfer acquiring technological knowledge is very essential and crucial 
stage the education system generally and higher education institution specially need play an important role in 
the whole process (Philip G., 2009). The significant of higher institution role in Technology transfer come from 
the following reasons.  
a. Playing role in generating technologically well equipped human capital. 
b. Serving as link for TT knowledge transfer  
c. Playing an active role in leading  R&D  and adaption and localization of transferred knowledge 
d. Having an Active relationship with the industry. 

 
 In previous century the universities and higher education played important role in leading and helping 
developing countries. Due the slow rhythms in technological changes the need for review and change the 
curriculum and learning strategies was also slow previously. However, nowadays the technology rapid growth 
has created situation where universities is finding difficulties to keep up with speed. This situation has resulted 
in gap that is increasing with time. Therefore, there is an urgent need for review of higher education role TT, 
also a need to review curricula and performance on constant basis.  
 
Barriers of Technology Transfer: 
 
 The challenges and barriers of technology transfer to developing are many. It vary slightly from one place 
to another. it range from economical barriers, cultural barriers and geographical and environmental barriers. The 
common challenges and barriers includes;  Limited capacity for technology management and knowledge, lack of 
skilled worker, brains drain, lack of infrastructure, poor financial strength and lack funds  and instability.  
 
Conclusion: 
 
 Technology and technology transfer is very important factor in economical growth. In today world the gap 
between developed countries and developing country is getting wider due to the repaid and fast growth in 
technology. Therefore, many countries are focusing on technology transfer as one of their efforts to improve the 
economical states and to attain a comfortable   living standard. Successful technology transfer requires 
coordinated effort on a number of levels and fronts such as infrastructure, education institutions, training 
programs and policies and rules. The paper presented technology transfer process and discuses channels and 
challenges of technology transfer. 
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